CASE STUDY

Open-AudIT
Enterprise
Childrens Organization Achieves a New Level of Network
Visibility and Control with Ease
Aldeas Infantiles SOS is an international non- profit organization established in 1949
and supports families to provide children a protective family environment conducive
to healthy development and intervene when necessary, from alternative care.
aldeasinfantiles.org.uy

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Aldeas Infantiles SOS, develops programs for children and families that are delivered in cooperation with governments, civil
society and communities with an aim of guaranteeing the rights of children and adolescents to a loving family and community life.
The Uruguay head office had been using a well-known system configuration tool to audit and track changes occurring for a range
of devices connected to their network. The IT team were finding the software to be quite complex and the supporting hardware
and software required was expensive for a non-profit organization. Open-AudIT Enterprise proved to be a cost effective, easy to
use network auditing product that could intuitively collect and store the data that was relevant to the organization – saving the
IT team significant time and effort.

Compared to other products, Open-Audit Enterprise was very
easy to set up. In less than an hour I had installed with minimal
configuration.
Jose Ignacio
Open-AudIT Enterprise main dashboard
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ORGANIZATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Aldeas Infantiles IT department are managing a growing office environment incorporating BYOD and a variety of Servers, Routers,
Switches, Firewalls, Desktop PCs, Laptops, Printers and other personal devices.
They required a product that would cater for their current environment and would be able to scale and adapt to their future device
audit needs including BYOD and IoT management.

THE AUTOMATED SOLUTION NEEDED TO
TELL THEM:

THE SOLUTION NEEDED TO BE:
•

A low cost solution that would not rely on proprietary
hardware, software or operating systems to run;

How the devices are configured;

•

Easy to implement;

If there have been any configuration changes.

•

Low maintenance;

•

Interactive and Intuitive with a GUI that would be simple
to use.

•

What devices are connected to their network;

•
•

THE SOLUTION
Aldeas Infantiles put Open-AudIT Enterprise to the test
against some other open-source tools and quickly found
that the only complete and easy to manage solution was
Open-AudIT. The free 20-device enterprise license gave
the organization a chance to test some of the advanced
analysis, reporting and scheduling features and they
quickly decided that the enterprise version would be the
best solution for their business.

Open-AudIT Enterprise allows me to have
complete control of my network automatically
and keep a history of the changes
Jose Ignacio
Aldeas Infantiles SOS

THE RESULTS
The IT department now have a cost effective, easy to use IT Audit solution that tells them exactly what is connected to
their network, how it is configured and when the configuration changes.
Compared to the previous system, the business has found Open-AudIT Enterprise to be much easier to manage.
“Open-AudIT Enterprise is completely intuitive and you learn very quickly” commented Jose Ignacio, Aldeas Infantile’s
National Advisor for Information Technology and Communication. “It is very easy to use, offers a complete solution and
requires very little administration”.
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